Turnkey services, from design to installation, through reconfiguration

Unparalleled post-sale services

Three systems solutions for a wide variety of productivity, appearance, and budget requirements
The only constant is change...

Office landscaping systems emerged in the 1970s to better manage office space and workflow... and costs. The systems have evolved into myriad designs, high versatility, elegance, and utility over a wide band of costs and values. Office landscaping system decisions are not simply based on system looks and costs. A major component is service - knowledgeable design and review processes, smooth and efficient installation, and responsive post-sale revisions and, if needed, repairs. Selecting the right system and the system supplier is a major decision requiring top management review and a well-disciplined process from early concepts through installation and employee move-in.
We offer three completely unique systems for almost any office environment, space management application, or budget: Ultra-Frame®, Excelsior, and Building Blocks®.

Corcraft is a full-service, turnkey supplier. All of our resources are “in house” design, manufacture, installation, and warranty services.

Corcraft offers a wide variety of coordinated complementary furnishings, like ergonomic seating, files, conference tables, office signage, and more.

Corcraft is a New York State Preferred Source Supplier. Corcraft is the “market name” of the New York State Department of Correctional Services, Division of Industries. There are significant advantages to purchasing from Preferred Source Suppliers.

Customers, from state agencies and local governments to schools, have chosen Corcraft as their supplier of office landscaping systems. Corcraft has performed hundreds of installations since we entered the office systems business in 1988. Today, there are even more reasons to choose Corcraft:

Excelsior in Production

Excelsior panels and work surfaces are manufactured in Corcraft’s Green Haven Correctional Facility Shop near Poughkeepsie, New York. As with most Corcraft products, we have a “high contributed value,” in that we are not simply assemblers, but manufacture many components from original materials from multiple sources. This also gives us more control of quality and delivery.
ULTRA-FRAME®
The elegant and traditional flagship of Corcraft’s office landscaping systems

The rich look of solid wood, fine fabrics, and substantive dimensions of Ultra-Frame® have earned many compliments. Equally important, Ultra-Frame®’s multiple panel sizes and work surfaces satisfy virtually any functional need. When you want the best, select Ultra-Frame®. Superbly designed, meticulously crafted, and accurately detailed, Ultra-Frame® is suitable for all levels of offices and personnel.
Panel Construction and Features

Ultra-Frame® is a panel/post system with a solid oak frame and hardboard plenum for added strength. Panels are tackable, acoustic or glazed, and all meet ANSI/BIFMA standards for performance and fire rating. Finishes for the solid oak posts and trim include light oak and walnut stains, pickled pine (gray), and medium red cherry. Grade A upholstery textiles are available in myriad colors and for upscale settings, special fabrics can be specified. The metal covers for raceways are color coordinated with the wood, and come in mahogany brown, light gray and driftwood tan baked enamel finishes.

Ultra-Frame® panels are available in the following sizes to meet almost any configuration:

Heights:
- 30" (desk height),
- 42" (transaction counter height),
- 60", 66", 72" and 84"

Widths:
- 18", 24", 30", 36", 42" and 48" in all heights

Work Surfaces and Storage

Ultra-Frame® worksurfaces come in multiple shapes and sizes. They are constructed of 1 1/8 inch high-density particleboard and stain-and-abrasion-resistant melamine laminates, silver and putty being standard, with other colors and wood grain surfaces available on special order. Keyboard trays are available for under-surface mounting. D and P shapes, transaction counter tops, and work surface depths of 18", 24" and 30" provide components for nearly any application. Work surfaces are panel-hung and supported by mounting brackets and are height adjustable in one-inch increments.

Mobile and surface-supported pedestals provide storage in various drawer configurations. Panel-hung shelving and lockable flipper door cabinets can accept task lighting mounted underneath. Edgebanding is color coordinated with the laminate choice.

Wire Management: Raceways and Electricals

Ultra-Frame® has a four-circuit, eight-wire system, with two circuits designated for general use and two for computer equipment. A universal power infeed brings power to the raceway, and the power tracks allow for duplex outlet, or power entry connections. Twin conduit, flexible, track-to-track connectors are standard. Receptacles for power or communications and data transmission are simply snapped into place, speeding installation. Raceway covers have knockouts for receptacles at either the baseline or beltline. The system is UL rated.
The Excelsior panel-to-panel system answers a customer need for cost effectiveness with versatility, functionality, and aesthetics. It is Corcraft’s latest offering in office landscaping and it rounds out our ability to satisfy all our customers’ needs for productive and pleasing office systems.
Panel Construction and Features

Excelsior combines the strength of an external steel frame and the rigidity and workability of an internal wood frame. The interior is a honeycomb material, with hardboard sides and a modest acoustic rating on the standard panel. The panel walls are foil backed and upholstered in one of many fabric choices. Panels are also available with acoustic, tackable and glazed configurations.

Panels have a contemporary finish and look. Top trim is low-profile engineering plastic available in black, putty or gray. Excelsior’s Grade A fabric comes in a wide variety of colors. Upgrade fabrics are also available.

Work Surfaces and Storage

Excelsior work surfaces are available in curved, 90° corners, C, P, and D shapes, shared conference and double-curved to name a few. Work surfaces are 1 1/8” thick, 45-pound density particleboard cores with high-density laminate surface and backer sheets. Surface heights are adjustable in one-inch increments. Edgebanding is extruded vinyl “t”-molding, radius front (meets ADA standards). Wire management is through recesses in the back of the work surface; and a power tower is available.

Storage pedestals come with different drawer configurations and can be either hung from the work surface or be freestanding and mobile. Overhead shelves come with or without flipper doors, and the flipper doors are available with or without locks in a variety of fabric or laminate facings, finished to coordinate with the rest of the unit.

Accessories include:
- Under-shelf task lights
- Keyboard trays
- Pencil drawers
- Mobile tables
- Paper management devices
- CPU tower hanging rack

Raceways and Electricals

Excelsior’s six-inch raceway has generous room for the four-circuit, eight-wire design with a dedicated circuit for computer use. There is an optional vertical raceway to bring power and communications to the work surface level. A special Excelsior feature is an optional channel for panel-top “lay-in” installation of communications wiring.

Power can be fed to the Excelsior system from either floor or ceiling. The system is four-circuit, three with common ground and one with dedicated. All circuits are encased in flexible steel cable. One circuit accommodates up to 13 duplex receptacles.
BUILDING BLOCKS®
Speed, simplicity, versatility

Building Blocks® answers the need for a quickly installed, low-cost and versatile office organization system. Building Blocks® are modular, stackable panels for individual office spaces, conference spaces, library carrels, and a host of other spatial organization applications.

Panel Construction and Features

Building Blocks® are framed in heavy-duty engineering plastic in four panel types and a variety of sizes. They are fabric covered and have either wood, fabric or PVC trim. They are 50 to 70 percent lighter than most modular panel systems. Their high strength-to-weight ratio is matched by toughness. Building Blocks® resist dents, punctures, and all types of normal wear and tear. The extruded plastic components meet UL Flame Class UL94V-0 in accordance with Standard Test for Flammability of Plastic Materials.

Building Blocks® can be installed with a stabilizer foot that may be screwed to the floor or placed on carpeting with gripper feet.
Tackable blocks – available in over 25 different colors.

Versatility is the hallmark of the Building Blocks® System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel options</th>
<th>Trim types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For a variety of needs and looks</strong></td>
<td><strong>Complement and enhance panel looks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric covered in over 25 different colors – nondirectional</td>
<td>Radius PVC and Flat PVC in sand, silver gray, dark gray &amp; black PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tackable</td>
<td>Upholstered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tackable</td>
<td>Wood in oak, walnut and pickle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteboard</td>
<td>Glazed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Posts, Trims and Raceways

Building Blocks® offers a wire management channel as an option.
Office landscaping systems require designs and layouts to ensure that you achieve the right type and size of workstations and space organization for your “real estate” and budget needs. Experienced Corcraft designers will provide you with problem solving ideas on the most efficient use of your existing space and recommend the workstations that best meet your overall need. Consultations typically include an initial site visit and interview to gather information. Using one of several CAD software programs, Corcraft moves through the design process to a final cost estimate for customer approval.

Installation services help ensure that your plans are executed precisely and efficiently. Corcraft installation crews are supervised by seasoned professionals with many years’ experience. They anticipate problems and help smooth the transition into a productive workspace.
Color Selections

All Corcraft systems have the flexibility to fit with their surroundings and will complement any furnishings. Below is a small sampling of the 50+ fabrics that can be incorporated into the designs. In addition to standard fabrics, it is possible to upgrade to special order fabrics.

Complementary Furnishings

It takes more than an office landscaping system to make a working office space. Corcraft can go beyond the systems to supply a host of needed furnishings:

Seating

From ergonomic seating in many price ranges to executive chairs and guest chairs, Corcraft is well known for its seating products… with new lines being added regularly.

Files & Storage

Corcraft files have a well-earned reputation for quality and durability. Corcraft also manufactures a variety of shelving and cabinets.
Choosing the right partner

There are many reasons to do business with Corcraft, your New York State Preferred Source.

First and foremost, we provide quality products for a wide range of applications with the best overall solution and value in mind. Second, we strive to provide responsive, professional service to help you make the right choices and help you achieve a smooth, efficient transition to your new work environment. Third, we are there for the long haul, whether it be warranty service or a reconfiguration.

There are some intangibles. When you buy from Corcraft, your dollars contribute to the public good. Corcraft interweaves four goals for the public good:

1. Saving taxpayer money by making and supplying goods to New York State that would normally need to be purchased from outside sources.
2. Reducing disruption and violence in the prison setting by engaging inmates in productive activity. Ultimately this helps keep our prisons more secure and our staff and inmates safer.
3. Providing inmates with marketable skills and disciplines they can use to get and keep jobs and ultimately, stay out of prison.
4. Satisfying societal expectations that inmates should have some responsibility in giving something back to society while in prison.

We want to earn your business. Please call today to set up an appointment to discuss your upcoming office landscaping needs.

All Corcraft customers can get assistance from a Corcraft sales representative. They provide detailed information on the more than 300 Corcraft products and can help in selecting the best solution and in placing orders. If you have office landscaping needs, we would like to meet with you in your offices. Corcraft has sales representatives throughout the state who can start the process of finding precisely the system and configuration that meets your needs. In addition, Corcraft manufactures hundreds of other products useful in offices and institutions. Call today!